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ABSTRACT: Enhancing the level of management at the company level as well as of its operation at 
. the level ofthe entire logistical network enforces detailed planning ofboth the flow ofgoods between 
al! the network links and the levels of supply of the distributed products. An additional difficulty is 
the fact that many new ideas pertaining to company operation in a chain, despite requiring decisions 
at the operational level, are only possible to be evaluated in a lo,ng term.In this article two linear 
programming models are presented, serving for simultaneous planning of transportation and 
inventory. In both cases L TL (less-than-truckload) deliveries are considered, in which in one route 
goods are delivered to more than one recipient. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The increase of popularity of management ideas based upon cooperation of companies within a 
chain of supplies enforces the companies to apply modem methods of planning of simultaneous 
actions in several areas at a time. At present, an appropriate structure of the transportation system as 
well as the selection of transportation and inventory policies impacts not only the cost of product 
delivery but also the Jeve! of customer service. 
Classical models in which _the flows of goods are considered independently from inventory 
policies are no longer sufficient for the needs of lowering the costs in ilie entire logistical chain or to 
guarantee a proper, level of service. Models called Joint-Transportation-and-Inventory Problems 
(]TIP) are used more and more frequently in logistical network operation analysis. In these models, 
aspects related to the above mentioned areas are considered simultaneously as limitations or decision 
variables. 
The fundamental purpose of this paper is a presentation of a proposal of models serving for 
determination ofthe optima! transportation and inventory policies. 
2 THE TRANSPORTATION AND INVENTORY PROBLEM 
Let I and T signify a vector determining parameters of the applied policy (inventory and 
transportation, respectively). Furthermore, let C, (1, r) be the cost of application of a joint policy of 
inventory I jllld distribution T in a period t. The class of problems generally referred to as 
transportation and inventory problems can be formulated in the form ofthe formu las (I)- (3). 
min,.r\L,=J„c,(1, r)}
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The target function expressed by the formu la (I) provides minimizations - depending on the 
problem version - of joint or expected costs of joint policies application in the planning horizon H.
Thus defined criterion function does not exclude application of other criteria such as minimization of 
time of delivery or maximization of profit. The limitations (2) and (3) provide that policies (of 
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